Steady development of Belarus-China cooperation noted
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Cui Qiming

MINSK, 29 April (BelTA) – Belarus-China cooperation has been advancing for nearly 25 years in a steady and successful manner. Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of China to Belarus Cui Qiming made the statement on 29 April, BelTA has learned.

“Time flies fast. It’s been 24 years since Belarus-China diplomatic relations were established. It will be 25 years soon.
During these years the relations advanced steadily and successfully,” said the diplomat.

Cui Qiming pointed out that relations between the two countries had reached the level of integrated strategic partnership. China and Belarus are busy implementing about twenty joint projects. Over 2,000 Chinese students go to Belarusian universities. In 2016 a large group of young Belarusians will travel to the People's Republic of China.

This year the international radio station Belarus of the Belarusian State Television and Radio Company in association with the Embassy of China in Belarus, the Belarusian Society for Friendship and Cultural Ties with Foreign Countries and the Confucius Institute of the Belarusian State University has organized an international contest of essays titled as "Belarus-China cooperation. The Silk Road and the industrial park Great Stone through my own eyes". According to the Ambassador, the contest and other projects will allow young Belarusians and Chinese to learn more about each other.
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